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analysis of the three-dimensional terrain [1,10– 12],
but others claim that two-dimensional image-matching
processes account for the priority of large-scale surfaces
in the rectangular environments in which most animals
have been tested [7,13–15]. Because different threedimensional layouts are always accompanied by
distinguishable two-dimensional images [13], and these
images can alter the perception of three-dimensional
layouts [16], this debate is best resolved by experiments
that test these features against each other. If reorientation
depends on image matching, navigation performance
should be impaired by reducing the size and contrast of
brightness contours in images of the layout. In contrast,
if reorientation depends on representations of threedimensional extended surfaces, performance should be
impaired by reducing the presence of extended surfaces
at distinctive distances.
Such studies have been conducted with human children. Lee & Spelke [17– 19] showed that children
spontaneously reorient using the geometric shape of
surface layouts, under conditions that minimize twodimensional brightness contours in images from the
child’s perspective. In contrast, children failed to reorient in arrays composed of freestanding columns or of
two-dimensional patterns that created prominent
brightness contours in such images. Further studies
showed that the geometric analysis of the environment
is specific to distance relationships between extended
surfaces [16,20], in accord with the findings of studies
of oriented, navigating rats and human adults [1,21].
In the study on which the current experiments are
based [19], three-year-old children reoriented successfully in a circular arena containing either a short, white
three-dimensional rectangular frame or two smooth,
parallel bumps that protruded from a floor of similar
brightness, despite the subtle brightness changes in
images of these two arrays. In contrast, children
failed to reorient by the shape of a salient, black,
two-dimensional rectangular form of the same size
and location on the array’s floor or by a rectangular
array of four tall, dark columns, despite the large and
prominent brightness contours in visual images of
these arrays. These findings provide evidence that children regain their sense of place by computing over
representations of three-dimensional extended surfaces, contrary to image-matching theories and in
accord with theories of navigation by terrain geometry.
Do the processes guiding navigation in humans differ
from those of other animals, who reorient by image
matching? Here, we explore this hypothesis, and the
rival hypothesis that diverse animals navigate by representing three-dimensional extended surfaces, by testing
the navigation performance of domestic chicks in
recreations of the environments of Lee & Spelke
(figure 1). Chicks are of especial interest in this case,
because there is evidence that chicks have an innate
capacity to reorient using environmental shape [6,22],
and that chicks can be trained to locate food in a
rectangular array of separated columns through
local view-matching processes [23,24]. Nevertheless,
training paradigms encourage attention to and use of
landmarks through processes distinct from those that
establish one’s sense of location [21]. By developing a
working memory task with chicks that involves no
training on geometry, the present study not only
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Spatial reorientation by layout geometry occurs in
numerous species, but its underlying mechanisms
are debated. While some argue that navigating
animals’ sense of place is based on geometric
computations over three-dimensional representations, others claim it depends on panoramic
image-matching processes. Because children reorient by subtle three-dimensional perturbations of
the terrain and not by salient two-dimensional
brightness contours on surfaces or freestanding columns, children’s sense of place cannot be explained
by image matching. To test image-matching theories in a different species, the present experiment
investigates the reorientation performance of
domestic chicks (Gallus gallus) in environments
similar to those used with children. Chicks, like
children, spontaneously reoriented by geometric
relationships of subtle three-dimensional terrains,
and not by salient two-dimensional brightness contours on surfaces or columns. These findings add to
the evidence for homologous navigation systems in
humans and other vertebrates, and they cast
doubt on image-matching theories of reorientation
in these species.
Keywords: navigation; reorientation; geometry;
image matching

1. INTRODUCTION
Maintaining or re-establishing one’s position and heading is critical for any navigating animal. Research reveals
that the distances and directions of three-dimensional
surfaces provide the primary basis for the sense of
place in diverse animals [1 – 3]. In Cheng’s [4] groundbreaking experiments, rats that were disoriented in a
rectangular arena subsequently reoriented in accord
with the arena’s shape, ignoring odour, colour and pattern cues that distinguished its symmetrical locations.
Similar behaviour has been observed in many species,
including ants, chicks and human children [5– 7].
Although all tested species use featural cues in some
tasks and environments [4,8,9], all reliably navigate by
the shape of the testing arena.
The explanation for this effect is debated. Some
argue that the sense of place depends on a geometric
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Figure 1. Photographs of test environments: (a) 2 cm borders, (b) curved bumps, (c) two-dimensional form (chick shown inside
transparent cylinder), and (d) column array. (e) Proportions of searches (s.e.m. values in parentheses) at the correct (C), geometrically
rotational (R), and incorrect ‘near’ (N) and ‘far’ (F) corners. Two-tailed t-tests show total geometrically correct searches (C þ R)
compared against a chance value of 0.5. Because hiding places varied across trials, all data have been rotated into alignment.

allows for more valid comparisons between navigation
mechanisms across species, but also provides some perspective as to the differences between navigation by
mechanisms that encode one’s own position by surface
layout geometry and mechanisms that encode the
positions of objects with respect to landmarks.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Subjects
Subjects were 40 laboratory-hatched domestic chicks (Gallus gallus).
Chicks were reared individually in aluminium cages (22  30 
40 cm) within an isolated, temperature-controlled room. Food and
water were provided ad libitum.
(b) Apparatus
Subjects were tested individually in a white circular arena (130 cm
wide and 50 cm deep) with a sawdust-covered floor (10 cm deep)
within a quiet testing room. A one-way screen covered the top of
the arena to block external visual cues; a central lamp illuminated
the arena from above. A video camera mounted to the ceiling was
used to record the test sessions.
In all experimental conditions, a rectangular array (30  60 cm2) of
feeders (3 cm wide) was buried inside the sawdust such that only the
covers were visible. In one condition, a 2 cm high rectangular frame surrounded the feeders such that each feeder was located directly at a
corner of the rectangle (figure 1a). In another condition, parallel
bumps, made by pipes covered in sawdust, bordered each long side
of the rectangular array (figure 1b). Two further conditions presented
a black two-dimensional rectangle (flat aluminium covered with contact
paper) at the level of the sawdust (figure 1c) or four cylinders (7.5 cm
wide and 26 cm tall) fixed directly behind each feeder such that there
was a rectangular array of large freestanding columns (figure 1d).
At the centre of the arena was a flat, circular (30 cm wide) rotating
surface, with both a transparent and an opaque cylinder attached to a
pulley above. The transparent cylinder served as the observation
chamber, and the opaque cylinder served as the disorientation chamber.
(c) Experimental procedures
Training—day 1 after hatching, chicks were shown a mealworm
(Tenebrio molitor) being placed inside one feeder in an empty circular
arena and then covered. The cover had a small, yellow dot on one
side to encourage pecking responses that caused the cover to fall
off and reveal the mealworm. On day 2, chicks were placed inside
the transparent chamber within an otherwise empty circular arena
(except for one feeder), shown the hiding event, and released to
approach the feeder, peck the cover off and access the mealworm.
On day 3, chicks were presented with four identical feeders, arranged
in a square. Chicks were required to attend to and approach the one
correct feeder to be rewarded. On day 4, chicks were presented with
the same array from day 3, but were disoriented (by lowering the
opaque chamber and rotating the platform clockwise and counterclockwise) following the hiding event and then released to search.
Biol. Lett. (2012)

This procedure served both to familiarize chicks with the opaque
chamber and the rotation procedure, and to assess whether the testing arena was free of other distinguishing cues. On day 5, chicks were
given the same oriented search task as on day 3. Each training phase
consisted of 10 trials; the goal location was varied on each trial. Only
chicks that successfully passed 70 per cent of the trials on each day
(except Day 4) went on to the next phase.
Testing—on day 6, chicks were presented for the first time with
one of the four environments described above. Twelve unrewarded
disoriented test trials were administered—three trials at each
corner with randomized orders. First choices were recorded; after
chicks made their first pecking attempt, they were placed back into
the central chamber.

3. RESULTS
Chicks searched according to geometry significantly
more than predicted by chance with the 2 cm border
and curved bumps, but they searched randomly
with the two-dimensional form and column array
(figure 1e). A repeated-measures ANOVA with the
search location as the dependent measure and sex and
presence of an informative three-dimensional surface
layout as independent measures showed a main effect
of search location, F3,108 ¼ 2.872, p ¼ 0.04, and an
interaction between search location  surface layout,
F3,108 ¼ 4.572, p ¼ 0.005. No other significant effects
or interactions were found. Chicks’ search performance
in each environment is shown in figure 1. Searches at
the correct location did not differ from searches at its
geometric twin in any condition (t’s , 1, n.s.),
suggesting successful disorientation. Reorientation by
geometry was more reliable in environments with
subtle surface layouts (2 cm border, curved bumps)
than in environments with visually highly salient
non-terrain cues (two-dimensional form, columns),
t38 ¼ 3.955, p , 0.001.
4. DISCUSSION
Like children, chicks reoriented by perturbations to the
three-dimensional terrain that produced only subtle
image contrast borders, and they failed to reorient by
visually salient two-dimensional forms or object
arrays that produced more prominent contrast borders.
This cue specificity for three-dimensional surface
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layouts provides evidence in accord with geometrybased navigation theories and against image-matching
theories. Although retinal image-like representations
are formed and used by trained animals, especially
insects [7,25,26], to navigate in familiar environments,
the findings observed in spontaneous tasks with children and in the present study, with six-day-old chicks
with strictly limited experience, suggest that spontaneous reorientation may involve evolutionarily
ancient, early and widely available, geometric computations of the three-dimensional terrain. These
behavioural results are consistent with numerous neurobiological findings of cells in the rat hippocampus
and surrounding areas that are selectively responsive
to the three-dimensional borders of the environment
[27,28], even in rats blinded at birth and deprived of
all visual image-matching experience [29]. Converging
studies of both spontaneous and learned navigation
behaviour across a wide range of species, including
insects, will help solidify this claim.
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